Eight Things to Avoid Saying to a Grieving Parent
1. “I know how you feel because I lost _____________”. (Fill in the blank: my dad, my grandma, my dog
who was like my child, my son when he moved out of the country, etc.) While your grief and pain is/was
very real, please don’t tell me you know how I feel that my child is dead. You can’t know how I feel
because you were not the parent of my child. Comparing your loss to a grieving parent’s loss does not
bring comfort; it actually makes most of us angry.
2. “You can always have another child.” Or “At least you have other children.”
a. Children are not interchangeable. If my thumb gets cut off, having my pinky finger does not make
up for it. Having other children does not make up for the life of the one that died. That is very
insulting and painful.
3. “You are lucky you had her for 22 years.” (Or however long they lived.)
a. Would you feel lucky if you had a limit on how long you had your child?
4. “He/she is in a better place.”
a. I know she is in a better place. (I am actually much more aware of it than you are…) But she was
supposed to go there after me, not before me. Knowing where my child is, does not remove the
intense pain of how wrong it was to burry my child, and to no longer have her here with us. Period.
Ever.
5. “God needed another angel.”
a. God doesn’t kill children to fill some sort of angel roster. How horrifying! And according to the
Bible, we do not turn into angels when we die.
6. “God doesn't give us more than we can handle.”
a. There is nothing in the Bible to support that statement. God says that we will not be tempted beyond
what we are able to handle, and will always give us a way out (First Corinthians 10:13). There are a
lot of people who get more dumped on them than any one person should ever have to handle in
this life. In fact, Jesus warns us multiple times that our lives will have tribulation.
7. “It was God’s will, even if we don’t understand it.”
a. Unless you are God, don't use this line, especially to someone who is grieving the death of their
child. (Another similar statement is "God must have a reason; you just need to trust Him.")
Most parents are very angry at God for not preventing the death of their child. This will need to be
worked out over time, not have it thrown in their face, at the funeral or memorial service, or the
first several weeks, or even months.
8. "Remember, God promises to work everything out for our good."
a. A grieving parent can't see the future through the thick black fog, and being told this just adds to
the frustration of what we are already dealing with. We just want to wake up and have our child
back!

Here are a few more things that bereaved parents have heard
a bit further down the road that should be avoided.
“You need to move forward. That’s what your child would want you to do.”
o That might be true, but our world has been totally shattered, and we need to find our own way how
to deal with all the pieces. We can’t go forward until our heart can find a way to accept what our
mind knows. That will probably take a few years.
“I didn’t realize you were still struggling.”
o Our child is no longer on this earth. We cannot watch them grow or mature. We cannot talk to
them. We cannot hug or kiss them. They will never again be at ANY family events or in ANY
family pictures…we will struggle with this from time-to-time for the rest of our lives.
“You should be past this by now. You need to see a counselor.”
o Professionals agree that child-loss is the greatest trauma a person can go through. Most losses can
takes, weeks, months, and years. The unnatural order of losing a child takes a life-time. It is a very
dark place and it is NORMAL for us to take a very long time to get back into the light (most
commonly, 5-7 years is when that starts).
“You are so strong. I could never go through what you are going through.”
o To tell us you could never face what we are facing makes it sound like we chose to lose our child;
that we were not forced into this horrible nightmare. And what you see on the outside is often
nothing but a barely held together shell of our shattered interior. We are weak. Very, very weak,
and exhausted, and confused, and in so much pain that some days all we can do is move from our
bed to a chair, if even that. We just learn how to glue on a smile and live on auto-pilot out in public.

So what are some things that are comforting to say or do
for this fragile group of people?
“I am so sorry for your loss.”
“I can’t imagine what you are going through.”
“I am praying for you and your family.”
Give us a hug.
Tell us something you remember about our child, and use their name. Let us know you miss them.
Let us talk about our child, even if we cry while doing it.
Offer to help with something. Even simple things like doing laundry or walking into a grocery store can be
overwhelming. (But don’t offer if you are not going to follow through.)
Send us a text or a card, or call us (and leave a message if we don’t answer) on our child’s birthday, letting
us know you remember.

